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Abstract. Mesoscalemodels which can be used to assesswind and turbulent structure in complex terrain
are overviewed.The different types of models -diagnostic and prognostic are discussedand the significant
physical processeswhich each can handle realistically are reviewed. Examples of specific applications of
these models are presented.

1. Introduction
Numerical modelshavebeenusedfor overthirty yearsin synoptic meteorology(N amias,
1983). Not until the early 1970's,however,was this tool applied to mesoscaleatmospheric features. Mesoscale systems are defined in this paper as being primarily
hydrostatic, but which have a significant divergent component of the wind above the
planetary boundary layer.
The purpose of this paper is to overviewthe current status of the use of this tool in
assessingwind energyand boundary-layerstructure in complexterrain. A much more
detailed discussionof mesoscalemeteorologicalmodelsis presentedin Pielke (1984a).

Typesof Models

~,

There are two broad categoriesof mesoscalenumerical models:
-prognostic models;
-diagnostic models.
In this paper, they will be distinguished in the following way:
(i) prognostic models utilize time-dependentpartial differential equations (which
describethe behavior of fluid or gaseousflow) to integrateforward in time.
(ii) diagnostic models either eliminate the time dependencycompletely from the
equations,or use the time derivative term over onefinite time step. This type of model
does not integrate forward in time.

3. DiagnosticModels
Examples of diagnostic models include those of Patnack et al. (1983), Fosberg et al.
(1976),Collier (1975,1977),Rhea(1977),Bell (1978),Dickerson(1978),Danard (1977),
Boundary Layer Meteorology31 (1985) 217-231. 0006-8314/85/0313-0217$02.55.
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and Sherman(1978). Illustrative results from three of them (Collier, 1977; Dickerson,
1978; Fosberg et al., 1976)are shown in Figures 1-3.
A major problem with this particular type of model, however,is that part of the wind
flow must be known before a simulationcan be performed. Either observationscan be
made and the model simulationforced to correspond closelyto thosemeasurementsin
their vicinity or the disturbanceto the wind due to the complexterrain is assumedto
disappear at somelevel.
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Fig. I. A rainfall distribution in mm over North Wales in Great Britain predicted for 1100-1200GMT on
August 14, 1974using a diagnostic model with one kilometer horizontal resolution (from Collier, 1977).

The incorporation of observationaldata into a diagnostic modelis attractivebecause
physical constraints are applied through the partial differential equations in order to
assurethat the simulationis at leastphysicallyconsistentwith the availableobservation
pattern. The use of the equationfor the anelasticcontinuity of mass, for instance,even
if applied in the absence of the other conservation equations, will assure that the
simulatedwind field conservesmass.Unfortunately, however,unlessextensivedata are
available at the surface and aloft, correspondingto the vertical and horizontal scales
of the mesoscalesystemof interest, sucha representationwill be necessarilyinaccurate.
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An estimate of the flux of air in m2s -1 below inversion height in a portion of the San Fransisco

Bay area on July 26, 1973at 2030PST obtained usinga diagnostic model. The spacingbetweentick marks
is 10 km (from Dickerson, 1978).
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Fig. 3. An evaluation of the wind field in complexterrain in a portion of the OregonCascadesat 1600LST
on August 8, 1963.Pennants on the wind flag indicate 5 ms-l; a full barb, 2ms-l; a half barb 1 m S-I.
The observed winds have an asterisk over them (from Fosberg et al., 1976).
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In the absenceof meteorologicalobservations,however,knowledgeof terrain-forcing
ca:nstill permit diagnostic model simulations,as long as all of the following arefulfilled:
(i) a strong wind flow exists in the lower troposphere;
(ii) a strong lid (i.e., strong inversion) occurs below the level of the highestterrain;
(ill) the boundary layer below the inversion is well mixed;
(iv) differential heating of the terrain surfaceis minimal.
With this situation,the existenceof a stronginversiondampsvertical motion at that level
and above; so all mass continuity must occur below that height This inversionand the
stratification above must be strong enoughso that upward wave propagationis rapidly
dissipatedabovethe inversion.The existenceof a well-mixedboundary layerand strong
winds, along with the absenceof surfacedifferential heatingsuggeststhat the winds are
more-or-lessuni-directional with height.Thus air flows overterrain obstacleswhich are
below the inversion height but around those that reach above that level. Blocking can
occur when most of the terrain is above the inversion. The model described by
Dickerson (1978), alreadyillustrated in Figure 2, is a good exampleof this type of tool,
where the product of the sub-inversionmean wind and height of inversion base is
averagedin sucha way that massis conservedand any availableobservationaldata are
changedin ~ minimal way. When conditions (i)-(iv) are met, prognostic models may
be unable to provide better forecasts.
Except for this specific application, however, diagnosticmodels are limited in their
applicability. They cannot, for example,representwind flow reversalsunlessobservations of this phenomena are available -in which case they become sophisticated
physically-consistentobjective analysis schemes.

4. PrognosticModels
Prognostic models of airflow in complexterrain have been of two types:
-those which simulatecirculations generatedby differential heatingin complexterrain
(i.e., mountain-valleyflow, sea and land breezes)
-those which simulateperturbationsto the larger scaleflow due to air advectingover
irregular terrain (i.e., forced airflow over rough terrain).
The dominant forcings of thesetwo types of systemsare distinct from one another.
As shown, for instance,in Martin (1981),for sea-landbreezecirculations (which are
closelyrelatedto mountain-valleyflows), the flow patternbecomesverynonlinear when
the differential heatingbecomessignificant.For this case,heatingatthe surfaceis mixed
upward by turbulence resulting in a horizontal pressuregradient in the lower troposphere. In responseto this pressuregradient, accelerationsresult which can concentrate
the region of heating, resulting in an even strongerhorizontal pressuregradientforce.
Only as a result of increasedfrictional dissipation as thesevelocitiesincrease,or when
the heatingis removed,is this positive feedbackstopped.Without extensiveobservations
so that the flow reversal associated with this mesoscale system can be resolved,
diagnostic models cannot representthis feature.
Mountain-valleywinds are of two types -the downslope(i.e., drainage)and upslope
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dimensional. Model simulations of this type are few and include those of McNider
(1981), McNider and Pielke (1984), and Bader and McKee (1983). Reproduced as
Figure 4 areresults from the McNider and Pielke (1984)simulationof the nighttime flow
in the Gore-EagleValley of Colorado, as comparted with the observati,?nsof Whiteman
(1981).Although the depth of outflow and its intensity are different,the salientobserved
featuresare well-representedin this simulation, which implies that the model includes
the significantphysical forcing for this location on this date. The deficiencywhich is
found in the model simulation may be due to an inadequaterepresentationof terrain-
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Fig.5. A schematic illustration of the destruction of the nocturnal inversion in a valley after sunrise
(reproduced from Whiteman, 1982).
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forcing in this region, since as shown by Young and Pielke (1983)the topography in
mountainous Colorado has large variability even at small scales.
The boundary layer behaves differently in complex terrain. As illustrated for the
transition betweennight and daytime flow by Whiteman (1982), reproduced here as
Figure 5, upslope flow can alterthe intensity of an overlyingvalley centerinversionand
thereby strongly influence its subsequentevolution. Observations also suggestthat
turbulent velocitycovariancesare differentfor flow in complexterrain ascomparedwith
flat ground at least for the horizontal fluxes (Panofsky et al., 1981, 1982)and for the
low frequencies(Hejstrup, 1981).
Forced airflow over rough terrain, however, in contrast to mountain-valleyflows is
predominantly a wave phenomena. If the systemis presumedhydrostatic, stratified
airflow over irregular terrain results in a forced standingwave over, and upstream from
the topographic obstaclewith the energycreatedby the wave drag propagatingup into
the atmosphere. When the vertical wavelength of the upward propagating wave is
optimal, extremelee-sidewind storms can developas this energypartially reflects back
down to the ground (e.g.,asdiscussedby Klemp and Lilly, 1975),althoughat most other
times this energydoes not significantly reflect back downward (Anthes and Warner,
1978).A review of currenttheoretical understandingof forced airflow over roughterrain
is given in Smith (1979).
Three-dimensionalmesoscalesimulationsof airflow over actualtopographicfeatures
arelimited in number.Figure 6 presentsone example,reported in Seaman(1982),where
the perturbationwind field under strongsynoptic flow in a portion of southernWyoming
is simulated. In that experiment,significantly strongerwinds were predicted (and were
observed)north of Arlington (AR), Wyoming during this commonly occuring synoptic
situation. Clark and Gall (1982) performed a model simulation and intercomparison
with observations in the same area. Mahrer and Pielke (1976) reported on a threedimensional model simulation of the hilly island of Barbados in the West Indies. Segal
et al. (1982)usedcharacteristicsynoptic flow in orderto estimatethe three-d~ensional
flow field over Israel due to both forced airflow and a land-seabreezecirculation. Using
a two-dimensional model, Segal et al. (1981) demonstratedthe inappropriatenessin
complex terrain of using a p-power law [i.e., V(z) = V(10 m)(zjl0 mY] to estimate
winds aloft.
Three-dimensionalsimulationsof sea-and-landbreezesparticularly in flat terrain have
beenperformed more extensivelythan for any other type of mesoscalesystem. Such
studies have beenreported in McPherson (1970), Pielke (1974), Warner et al. (1978),
Hsu (1979),Pielke and Mahrer (1978),Carpenter(1979),and Kikuchi et al. (1981).The
dynamicsof thesesystemsappearto be well understoodand only non-scientificreasons
seemto be preventing their application to weather forecasting and environmental
assessmentsas discussedin Pielke (1984b).
Sea-and-landbreezes develop only when the synoptic flow is light or moderate.
Under stronglarge-scaleflow, the mesoscaleperturbationis generallyweaker although
significantweather such as lake effect storms (e.g., seeLavoie, 1972)can occur when
cold, polar air advects over warm water which is adjacentto a colder land surface.
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Fig. 6. The predicted horizontal winds in m s -I at 2.5 km for December22, 1976at 0900 MST obtained
using a three-dimensionalmesoscalemodel (from Seaman,1982).

Figure 7 presentsa modelsimulation,reproducedfrom Garstanget al. (1980)and Snow
(1981) of daily mean wind power averagedbetweenthe surface and 100 m over the
ChesapeakeBay region of the United States during a climatologicallyrepresentative
polar outbreak. This model simulationwas usedto designan observationalprogramto
assesswind energyin this region. The experimentalstudy area,outlined by the dashed
line in Figure 7, was intended to explore the region of large horizontal gradients in
averagewind power which were suggestedto be presentby the model.
Figure 8a presentsan exampleof the actual measuredwind energy at 170 m over a
short period of time during a specific arctic outbreak (on January 30, 1980). The
correspondingmodel prediction at the samelevel and time are presentedin Figure 8b.
The modeloverestimatedthe wind in the interior of the peninsula;however,the gradient
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Fig. 8. Areal distribution of measuredwind power (in units ofl02watts per meter squared)at 170m above
the surface for the 0742-0859 EST, January 30, 1980 aircraft cross-section(top); and the simulated wind
power at the same level and date at 0828EST (bottom) (reproduced from Garstang et al., 1980).
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Fig. 9. A comparisonbetweenobserved(solid line)and predicted (dashed line) wind speedat 170 m above
the surfacefor the aircraft cross-sectionillustrated in Figure 8. The observedwinds are 2 min averagedflight
winds (reproduced from Garstang etaZ., 1980).

Interactionsbetween
Typesof Mesoscale
Flows
With only a few exceptions(e.g. Segal et al., 1983),sea-and-landbreezes,mountainvalley flows and forced airflow over rough terrain have beeninvestigatedin isolation
from one another. Figures 11 and 12 present schematicallytwo possible interactions
which may play an important role in real-world atmosphericsystems.In the first case,
a cold pool of air forms in a mountain valley under a situation of weak synopticflow.
Subsequentlythe synoptic flow increasesin speedand developsinternal gravity waves
with a horizontal wavelengthwhich is closeto the characteristichorizontal wavelength
of the terrain. Whenthe internal gravity wave achievessufficientamplitude,the cold air
in the valley is flushed out. Theoretical numerical modelling and observationalstudies
of this interaction are required in order to determineits developmentand evolution as
a function of such factors as the overlying thermodynamic stability. In Figure 12, a
similar situationis representedexceptlittle or no internal gravity wave motion is excited
in the overlying air as the synoptic wind flow increases.In that case,the cold air can
be scouredout only as a result of shear-inducedturbulence at the top of the cold pool.
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the predicted and all availableobservedwinds obtained during the aircraft flights
on January 30, 1980(reproduced from Garstang et ai., 1980).
87

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of the flushing of cold air in a valley as a forced internal gravity wave
develops over an upwind terrain barrier in responseto strengtheningsynoptic flow.
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Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of the erosion of cold air in a valley due to shear-inducedturbulence at the
top of the cold pool as the synoptic wind speedincreases.

In the real world, both effectsillustrated in Figures11 and 12 are often likely to occur
.'

simultaneously.
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